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02.06.2023 

Dear Charlotte,  

On behalf of the British Red Cross and the people who your support will directly reach, 

thank you for your donation of £5568.39 towards our Ukraine Crisis Appeal. Your support 

will make a difference to the desperate situations which people impacted by this conflict 

have found themselves in. 

The generosity of you and others has helped alleviate the suffering of more than 14.5 

million people impacted by this conflict by providing emergency care including water, food, 

and medicine. You’ve empowered a multi-national emergency cash programme that has 

supported over 1.2 million people with their basic needs from feeding their families to 

securing a safe place to live. You’ve been there when more than 1 million people have 

received critical healthcare, such as first aid, medical treatments, and mental health 

support.  

In the UK, your support has helped over 50,000 people from Ukraine from the very first 

moment they arrived on UK soil — and this care has continued for weeks and months after, 

helping people repair the fabric of their lives. The British Red Cross dedicated support line 

has fielded 70,000 calls, distributed 19,000 sim cards which have enabled people to stay 

in touch with their loved ones, and delivered £2.7 million in emergency financial assistance, 

which is giving people dignity and choice to buy the things they need as they adjust to their 

new lives.   

Liudmyla, 72, was forced to flee her home in Kharkiv due to the conflict. The stress caused 

health problems, but she was able to access free healthcare at a Red Cross health clinic. 

“I’ve had trouble sleeping…I had a dizzy spell, fell, and broke my shoulder. It’s all 

stress related. After seeing [the doctor] I got a prescription and a referral for an 

examination…This support is very important, because who else do you turn to?” 

Thank you for helping Liudmyla, and so many more people like her, to have someone to 

turn to at this time of extraordinary humanitarian need.  

Yours sincerely, 

Anushya Pradhan 


